
Whether it’s re-working what you have, adding a few new pieces, or start-
ing fresh, LUXE stocks classic wardrobe staples, current trends, and exciting 
accessories. Fall in love with layers, fall in love with Fall. 

This September, LUXE celebrates five years as a go-to luxury shopping 
experience that won’t cost a fortune! Checkout the website at www.luxe-
wearhouse.com to see all the exciting events happening this fall to celebrate 
their five-year anniversary. LUXE wearhouse is located at 20771 N. Rand 
Rd. in Kildeer. To learn more, email: info@luxewearhouse.com or call 847-
438-4880.

Marcy Sparr is an owner of LUXE wearhouse.
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Marcy Sparr (left) and Annie Lang are owners of LUXE wearhouse.

Style Trends as Summer Turns to Fall

SUMMER VACATIONS have come to an end, kids are back in school, 
and the warm summer air is starting to chill. It may be time to wave 
farewell to swimwear and floppy hats, but don’t start packing up all 

your summer threads. Make the seasonal wardrobe shift comfortably and 
fashionably by adding in luxe-looking neutrals. 

LAYERS
Layers are the key to transitioning your wardrobe from summer to fall. Add a 
cozy cardigan, try a chic poncho, or rock a moto jacket. Layering adds depth 
and excitement to your wardrobe. A great fitting pair of jeans is a fall staple 
and can be a key piece for a casual weekend look to date night. Stick to a neu-
tral color palette for a look that’s versatile and flawless no matter how much 
you spend. 

CLASSIC COLORS
You can’t go wrong with classic colors. Even subtle shades make a statement 
when worn the right way. Neutral layers in fun textures or fall fabrics are a 
chic way to add excitement to your style.  Mix in a pop of color to your neutral 
color palate for fall like burgundy or mustard to bring warmth to your look. 

TRENDS
Layering gives you the freedom to try something edgy... or girly... or bold! 
LUXE loves a touch of trend like leather or suede accents, prints, ruffles, fringe 
details, or tops that show a little shoulder. Finish off your look with a layered 
stack of bracelets or add a clutch or handbag in a fun print or texture. 

Be bold with a layered stack of bracelets and printed clutch.
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A cozy sweater stands 
out in a fun animal print.

Show some shoulder or add a fun 
earring to make a statement this fall.

A chic poncho and neutral tote are 
two must-have items for fall.

Pair a feminine flared sleeve jacket with an 
edgy camo sneaker for an updated look.
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